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Application of variable life adjusted display (VLAD) in early detection of deficiency in trauma care
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Early detection of deficient care is an increasingly important element of trauma audit. We aimed to assess the feasibility and demonstrate the use of a variable life adjusted display (VLAD) in trauma audit. Data from the Trauma Audit and Research Network database of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust were used to create a VLAD. A cumulative display of survival was plotted in which survivors were incorporated as a positive value equal to 1 minus the probability of survival, and deaths were incorporated as a negative value equal to the probability of survival. Downward deflections of the display thus indicated potentially deficient trauma care. Data from 191 consecutive patients over 1 year were plotted and displayed. The first 2 months of this period were characterised by a downward trend in the line, which may indicate suboptimum performance and provides an example of a trend that would prompt detailed review. The VLAD chart is a potentially useful “early warning” system for poor performance in trauma care. Further work should to be carried out to evaluate VLAD prospectively as an audit tool, perhaps involving comparison of VLAD charts from different institutions.

Various methods have been suggested to improve the quality of trauma care and subsequently survival. The Injury Severity Score (ISS) and the Trauma and Injury Severity Score (TRISS) are commonly used predictors of survival, alongside databases such as the Trauma Audit Research Network (TARN) in the UK, and registries in the USA such as the New York State Trauma Registry and the National Trauma Data Bank. These methods and databases are used retrospectively to measure the quality of trauma care, but as they require collection of a considerable number of data before analysis can be carried out, a prolonged time may lapse before any discrepancy or poor quality of care is found and rectified.

Recently, a method of early detection for variation in clinical practice has been suggested for acute myocardial infarction and cardiac surgery. The variable life adjusted display (VLAD) is a graphical technique based on the cumulative sum method that incorporates information of estimated risks for each individual case. This allows early identification of variations in patient outcome, which is not revealed by block audit. We believe that this method can be applied for use in trauma care, and this study aimed to assess its feasibility and demonstrate its use in trauma audit.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Data were derived from the existing TARN database of the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals. The Sheffield Teaching Hospitals has its emergency department (ED) on two sites; an adult ED based at Northern General Hospital and a paediatric ED at Sheffield Children’s Hospital. Together, these two sites provide emergency care to a population of 530,000. TARN was set up in the late 1980s to “collect and analyse clinical and epidemiological data and thereby provide a statistical base to support clinical audit, aid the development of trauma services, and inform the research agenda.” In the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals, a dedicated audit officer was appointed in 1989 to collect TARN data. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for data collection are illustrated in table 1. Data collected were collated using Microsoft Access software and analysed using Microsoft Excel.

We analysed all patients who were entered into the TARN database from 3 January to 30 December 2001. Demographic details of patients included age, sex, date and time of injury, type of injury, Glasgow Coma Score, emergency procedures and investigations carried out, length of stay, diagnosis, grade and specialty of attending doctors, and outcome. Diagnosis was coded according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale. Probability of survival (x) was calculated according to the TRISS methodology, based on Injury Severity Score (ISS), Revised Trauma Score (RTS), and age code (table 2). Patients who survived were given a score of 1 minus their probability of survival (1−x), while patients who died were given a negative value equal to their probability of survival (−x).

Thus, a patient with high probability of survival who survived attracted a low positive score, whereas if the same patient died, a high negative score would be obtained. A cumulative survival score was obtained by serial summations of these scores chronologically. A graph of cumulative survival over time is thus obtained from this result. Downward deviations in the graph line may represent suboptimism performance and are thus used to prompt detailed audit and review. We subjectively reviewed this graph for any falls indicating potential suboptimism performance.

We used a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to calculate and plot cumulative survival. Each row contained details for a patient. Column A indicated whether the patient survived (Live) or died (Death), and column B contained the probability of survival. The formula = IF (A# = “LIVE”, 1−B#, −B#) was inserted in column C (with # being substituted for the relevant row number). Column D sequentially added the contents of column C to each new row to calculate cumulative survival. The VLAD was thus a plot of column D against time.

RESULTS

In total, 191 patients were analysed, of whom 26 died. The mean ISS score was 14.6. There were 126 males and 65 females. The mean length of stay in hospital was 17.1 days.

Abbreviations: ED, emergency department; ISS, Injury Severity Score; NATD, National Trauma Data Bank; RTS, Revised Trauma Score; TARN, Trauma Audit and Research Network; TRISS, Trauma and Injury Severity Score; VLAD, variable life adjusted display
with 7.85% needing admission into an intensive or high dependency care unit.

The cumulative probability of survival score obtained was plotted against time (fig 3). The first 2 months of this period are characterised by a downward trend in the line that may indicate suboptimum performance. Cases managed during this period would thus be selected for detailed review. As this latter process involves compromise of patient confidentiality, it could only be undertaken as part of an in hospital audit process or an approved independent review.

DISCUSSION

VLAD charts are a potentially useful tool for trauma audit because of their ability to pick up downward trends in performance at an early stage. With increasing pressure upon institutions to monitor and demonstrate good performance, there is a growing importance to develop such early-detection mechanisms. In 1995, there was a scandal concerning substandard paediatric cardiac surgery in Bristol. Healthcare professionals within the Bristol unit had voiced concerns since the late 1980s, but it was only in 1995, with the death of a paediatric patient on the operating table, that an enquiry was undertaken and appropriate action taken. VLAD charts provide an objective means of monitoring performance that can be used to prompt more detailed audit when poor performance is suspected. Previous publications has suggested VLAD to be useful in monitoring surgical performance in cardiac surgery, as well as in care of patients with acute myocardial infarction.

Care must be taken in the interpretation of a VLAD chart. The simplicity of this system could lead to false positives, where the “dips” in VLAD may be due to random error, and not a reflection of a deficiency in quality of care. The all or nothing measure (alive or dead) will not detect deficiencies in quality of care that do not lead to death. Furthermore, the usefulness of this system for early prediction is limited by the rate of data collection. In our institution, TARN data are collected by a trauma audit officer who from 2000 is only employed to work 15 hours a week. This leads to a time delay in data collection, as well as the possibility of inadvertent missing or incomplete data collection, owing to time constraints.
CONCLUSION
The VLAD chart is a potentially useful “early warning” system for poor performance in trauma care. Further work should to be done to evaluate VLAD prospectively as an audit tool, perhaps involving comparison of VLAD charts from different institutions.
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